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Abstract—Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA)/Cognitive Radio
(CR) has emerged as an effective paradigm to solve problem of
inefficient spectrum utilization. Spectrum sensing is the key in
DSA/CR. Spectrum sensing decisions can be utilized to accurately
estimate the primary channel activity statistics (PAS) like mean
of idle/busy period, Duty cycle etc. Such estimated statistics
can be used by CR to improve performance. However, when
the secondary user (SU) is mobile, estimating these statistics
becomes challenging. Taking this into account, this work provides
a thorough review on the estimation of PAS for mobile SUs,
considering vehicular scenario. The random way-point based
mobility model is adopted for modelling SU mobility. Specifically,
this work provides a set of closed form expressions for the
estimated statistics under SU mobility as a function of the true
PAS, SU velocity, initial distance between PU and SU, PU’s
protection range (R), SU’s sensing range (S).
Index Terms—Cognitive vehicular network, spectrum sensing,
dynamic spectrum access, primary activity statistics, secondary
user mobility.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dynamic Spectrum Access / Cognitive Radio (DSA/CR)ihas
been introduced as a revolutionary solutionito the problem
of inefficient spectrum utilization. DSA/CR aims at better
utilization of spectrum by allocating frequency spectrum dynamically instead of static allocation of frequency spectrum.
DSA/CR system allows unlicensed users to temporarily access the frequency channels of primary users (PUs) without
creating any harmful interference to PUs [1].
Secondary users (SUs) in DSA/CR systems are required to
know the primary channels occupancy patterns, so that they
can use spectrum without causing any interference to the PUs.
Spectrum sensing decisions can be utilized to estimate the
statistical information aboutiprimary channel such as mean
of past idle/busy periods, duty cycle of primary channel,
underlying distribution which can be used for predicting future
occupancy patterns of primary channel [2].
There have been many works in the literature that have estimated primary channel activity statistics (PAS) using spectrum
sensing decisions. For instance, PAS like mean of idle/busy
periods, and duty cycle was estimated using maximum likelihood estimation in [3]. While an in-depth analyticalistudy for
the estimation of PAS based on the underlying distributions
of idle/busy period was carried out in [4]–[6]. Moreover, the
use of PAS to further improve the sensing performance was
reported in the recent work [7]. All the aforementioned studies
have assumed the perfect spectrum sensing scenario. However,
sensing errors may occur in a realistic scenarios, for instance
when CR users are mobile, whereby perfect spectrum sensing
may not be a valid assumption.

Simulation based detailed study under imperfect spectrum
sensing for estimation of the PAS was carried out in [8].
While, in-depth analytical study was reported in a recent work
in [9], and using deep learning aided LSTM autoencoder in
[10]. All the above mentioned works have assumed the CR
users to be stationary. However, for vehicular CR systems, the
mobility of CR user is an important aspect that needs to be
taken into consideration. Furthermore, the estimation of PAS
can also be helpful and provide insights for improving the
DSA/CR performance in vehicular CR systems. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, the impact of mobility of CR users on
the estimation of the PAS is yet to be reported in the literature.
In this paper, we have derived closed form expressions for
estimating the number of false alarm and miss detection errors
that DSA/CR system will have because of SU mobility and
using that expressions for estimating PAS such as mean of
estimated idle/busy period and duty cycle are derived as a
function of true PAS, SU velocity, PU protection range, SU
sensing range and sensing period. The major contributions of
this paper are twofold and can be epitomized as follows:
• Firstly, we estimate the false alarm and miss detection
probability for mobile SU. Utilizing the computed probabilities, the number of false alarm and miss detection
errors occurring due to SU mobility are calculated.
• Secondly, with the aid of the calculated number of false
alarm and miss detection errors, the performance analysis
of the estimation of PAS like mean of idle/busy periods,
duty cycle and opportunistic data rate under SU mobility
is carried out. Furthermore, the derived analysis are
verified by the Monte-Carlo simulations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section-II system model for SU mobility and sensing model is
defined. In Section-III analysis for the estimation of PAS under
SU mobility is carried out. Numerical results are discussed
in Section-IV. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in
Section-V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. System model for SU mobility
In this paper, we assume that there is one stationary PU
with protection range R, and one mobile SU with sensing
range S and velocity v. To avoid any harmful interference,
the sensing range of SU is considered to be greater than or
equal to protection range of PU (S ≥ R). The initial distance
between PU and SU is D0 and after some time t, SU moves
distance vt and at that time the distance between PU and
SU is changed to D1 . For SU to detect PU and transmit

(a) Ideal performance of DSA/CR system

Fig. 1: System model

if channel is idle, it is necessary that PU be inside sensing
range of SU, while, SU be outside the protection range of
PU [11]. The time varying distance D between PUiand SU
at anyitime, determines whether the PU is insideior outside
the sensingirange of SU. Therefore, two events, Event “I” and
Event “O” are defined as follows:
• E VENT “I”: PU is inside SU’s sensing range and SU is
outside PU’s protection range
• E VENT “O”: PU is outside SU’s sensing range
Important thing to note is that, if the SU is inside PU’s
protection range then also SU will be able to detect the PU.
But, in this scenario, even if the channel is free, SU is not
allowed to transmit on this channel at any cost [1]. That is
why for event “I”, we are only considering the area in which
SU can detect PU and transmit if channel is free.
From the perspective of SU, the channelialternates betweenitwo states: idle (no activity) and busy (occupied). The
PU channel activity can be modeled by two state birth-death
process [12]. For Event “I”, hypothesis can be defined as:

n(t),
H0
yI (t) =
(1)
h(t)x(t) + n(t), H1
For Event “O” SU only receives noise regardless of the state
of PU. In this scenario the hypothesis turns into following:
yO (t) = n(t),

H0 , H1

(2)

where yI (t) is the signal that SU receives given Event “I”,
x(t) denotes the transmitted PU signal, n(t) is the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), h(t)* represents channel gain,
yO (t) is the signal that SU receives given Event “O”.
B. Sensing Model
This information can be estimated by DSA/CR system
by periodically performing spectrumisensing with a sensing
periodiof Ts . As a result of every sensingievent, a binary
decision (idle/busy) is made regarding the state of PU. Fig.
2(a) shows the ideal case of spectrum sensing. However due
to SU mobility, which generates the false alarm and miss
detection errors, the actual performance of DSA/CR system
* We

assume the channel gain h(t) to be constant during sensing period

(b) Actual performance of DSA/CR system under SU mobility

Fig. 2: Sensing Model

is shown in Fig. 2(b) where the impact of one miss detection
error on estimation of busy period is shown. T̂i represents the
estimated period for the real period Ti (where i=0 refers for the
idle period and i=1 refers for busy period). Furthermore, for
the ease of analysis we assume interweave spectrum sharing
approach.
III. ESTIMATION OF PU CHANNEL ACTIVITY STATISTICS
UNDER SU MOBILITY

A. Impact of SU mobility
Event “I” and Event “O” probability can be derived from
the cumulative distribution function of the distance D between
stationary PU and mobile SU. According to [13], the cumulative distribution function of the distance between static PU
and mobile SU can be assumed as log-normal distribution i.e.,
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where, erf denote the error function, µd and σd denotes the
mean and standard deviationiof distance between static PU
and mobile SU. Similarly, cumulative distribution function for
sensing range and protection range are defined. As discussed
earlier, that SU will only be able to detect PU and access free
band when the distance D is between R and S. Pr(I) can be
defined as:
Pr(I) = Pr(R < D ≤ S)
(4)
With the aid of [13], above equation can be simplified as:
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Similarly, Pr(O) can be defined and is calculated as:
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where, µt and σt are the mean and standard deviation of
time distribution, S is the SU’s sensingirange, R is the PU’s
protectionirange, v is the SU’s velocity and erf is the error
function.

N periodsiestimated under perfect spectrum sensing. Then,
conventionally their mean can be calculated by [9]:

B. Miss Detection and False Alarm Probabilities

However, this conventionally calculated mean will be extremely unreliable (far below the true mean). The reason for
this is that any false alarm or miss detection error will divide
the original period duration Ti into smaller sub duration. From
Fig. 2(b), we can observe that, a single miss detection error
can lead to corruption in the estimation of the busy period T1
by furcating it into three sub duration. It divides T1 into Tˆ1 ,
Tˆ0 and Tˆ1 and the period duration of two Tˆ1 will depend on
the position of the error within T1 and the period duration of
Tˆ0 which is equal to the sensing period (Ts ).
Because of this phenomenon, the number of idle/busy periods observed by DSA/CR system under SU mobility Nv will
be greater than the original number of periods N . So, we can
say that Nv 6= N . As shown in Fig 2(b), one miss-detection
error produces two short periods of Tˆ1 and one short period of
Tˆ0 , from the original T1 . Therefore, each miss-detection error
wouldiproduce one additionaliestimated busy period Tˆ1 and
one additional estimated idle period Tˆ0 and this is the reason
why the number of idle/busy period observed by DSA/CR
system with SU mobility (Nv ) will be greater than the original
number of periods N . Because of this phenomenon, it is not
possible to estimate PAS using conventional method. Thus,
for finding these statistics accurately, we first find the mean of
busy period by taking the primary channel periods illustrated
in Fig 2(b) and then later on generalize it for idle and busy
periods. Estimated mean of busy periods can be given by :

The estimated miss detection probability for mobile SU, as
a function of Pr(I) and Pr(O) can be defined with the aid of
[14] as:
Pm,v = Pr (λ ≤ T h|H1 , I) Pr(I) Pr(ON )
+ Pr (λ ≤ T h|H1 , O) Pr(O) Pr(ON )
= Pr(ON )[Pr(m|I) Pr(I) + Pr(m|O) Pr(O)],

(7)

where Pm,v is the estimated miss detection probability for
a given SU with velocity, Pr(m|I) and Pr(m|O) represents
conditional miss detection probability of PU being inside and
outside of sensingirange of SU, λ represents the energy of
received signal, T h represents decision threshold, Pr(ON )
represent that PU is actually present (busy state).
Similarly, the estimated false alarm probability can be
defined with the aid of [14] as:
Pf,v = Pr (λ > T h|H0 ) Pr(OF F )
= Pr (λ > T h|H0 , I) Pr(I) Pr(OF F )
+ Pr (λ > T h|H0 , O) Pr(O) Pr(OF F )
= Pr(f |I) Pr(OF F ),

(8)

where Pf.v is the estimated false alarm probability for a given
SU velocity, Pr(f |I) denotes conditional false probability that
PU is inside the sensingirange of SU and Pr(OF F ) denotes
that PU is actually absent (idle state).
Furthermore, for a given SU, the conditional probability
Pr(f |I) in terms of Q function can be given by:
Pr(f |I) = Pr (λ > T h|H0 , I) ,
=Q

T h − E (λ|H0 , I)
p
Var (λ|H0 , I)

!
,

(9)

where E (λ|H0 , I) = nσn2 and Var (λ|H0 , I) = 2nσn4 with
n=2 degrees of freedom in vehicular network. Similarly, the
conditional probability Pr(m|I) in terms of Q function can
be given by:
Pr(m|I) = Pr (λ ≤ T h|H1 , I)
=1−Q

T h − E (λ|H1 , I)
p
Var (λ|H1 , I)

!

(10)

where E (λ|H1 , I) = n(σn2 +σs2 ) and Var (λ|H1 , I) = 2n(σn2 +
σs2 )2
To summarize, till now we have derived an expression
for estimating the probability of false alarm (Pf,v ) and the
probability of miss-detection(Pm,v ) under SU mobility. In the
next section, using these probabilities, the total number of false
alarm and miss detection errors are calculated and using the
calculated total errors, PAS are estimated.
C. Estimation of the Mean Period
Mean of the idle/busyiperiods is a key statistical moment
of the PAS. Assume we have a given set {T̆i,n }N
n=1 of

E(T̆i ) ≈ m̆i =

N
1 X
T̆i,n
N n=1

(11)

2
T̂1,1 + T̂1,2
T1 − T̂0
T1 − Ts
1X
T̂1,n =
=
=
2 n=1
2
2
2
(12)
The meaniof the busy periods in fig 2(b) can be calculated
by subtracting Tˆ0 from true busy period (T1 ). The denominator
part, representsithe total number of busy periods observed by
DSA/CR under SU mobility, which is equal to the number of
true busy periods (N ) plus one (for each miss-detection error).
Extending this analysis to any number of miss-detection error
within the whole set of busy period, the estimated mean of
the busy period can be given by:
PN
T1,n − Nmd Ts
(13)
m̂1 = n=1
N + Nmd

m̂1 =

where Nmd represents the total number of miss detection
errors, which can be calculated as:
PN
T1,n
Nmd = n=1
· Pm,v
(14)
Ts
where Pm,v is the estimated miss detection probability for a
particular SU velocity.
The analysis done till now has assumed no false alarm
errors, however false alarm errors will also produceiadditional
busy periods in the observed set. Same logic can be applied
for analysis of false alarm errors and (13) can be rewritten by
taking false alarm errors into consideration as:
PN
T1,n − Nmd Ts + Nf a Ts
m̂1 = n=1
(15)
N + Nf a + Nmd
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Fig. 3: Probability of PU being inside the SU’s sensing range
where Nf a represents the total number of false alarm errors,
which can be calculated as:
PN
T0,n
Nf a = n=1
· Pf,v
(16)
Ts
where Pf,v is the estimated false alarm probability for a
PN
particular SU velocity. Note that the term n=1 Ti,n can be
rewritten as:
N
X
Ti,n = N mi
(17)
n=1

substituting (14) and (16) into (15) and rewriting
PBy
Nv
T
n=1 i,n using (17), we obtain:
m̂1 =

m1 (1 − Pm,v ) + m0 Pf,v
m1
0
1+ m
Ts Pf,v + Ts Pm,v

(18)

There are some cases for which false alarm or miss detection
error will not produce any additional errors. These cases are
analysed in detail in [9], to make this work self contained, the
final closed-form expression of the mean of estimated busy
periods under SU mobility can be expressed as:
E(Tˆ1 ) =

E(T1 ) (1 − Pm,v ) + E(T0 )Pf,v
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D. Estimation of the Duty Cycle
Duty Cycle (DC) can be defined as the ratio of total busy
sensing decisions over the total number of sensing event [15].
In [4], another method has been proposed for estimating DC
(Ψ) of primary channel based on mean of idle/busy periods
as:
E(T1 )
.
(23)
Ψ=
E(T1 ) + E(T0 )
Expressions for mean of estimated busy and idle periods are
given in (19) and (22). Accordingly, estimated duty cycle(Ψ̂)
in terms of mean of estimated idle and busy periods can be
expressed as:
E(Tˆ1 )
Ψ̂ =
(24)
E(Tˆ1 ) + E(Tˆ0 )
Opportunistic data rate Rb can be calculated using DC,
channel bandwidth W and channel efficiency η as Rb =
(1 − Ψ)W η. Estimated opportunistic data rate helps the
DSA/CR system to assign the primary channel with highest
opportunistic data rate that can be offered to SU. Using (24),
opportunistic data rate can be estimated as:
R̂b = (1 − Ψ̂)W η

where P̀f,v and P̀m,v are given by:


1 − 2Pf,v
P̀f,v = Pf,v
(20)
1 − Pf,v


1 − 2Pm,v
P̀m,v = Pm,v
(21)
1 − Pm,v
The closed form expression in (19) provides a mathematical
relationship between mean of estimated busy period and estimated false alarm and miss detection probability, which indirectly provides a mathematical relationship between estimated
mean and the velocity of the SU (as Pm,v and Pf,v is found
using (7) and (8) which contains impact of SU velocity and
several other parameters). Furthermore, the mean of estimated
idle period can be found by similar analysis and it is given
by:
E(Tˆ0 ) =

Fig. 4: Mean of estimated idle period (E(T̂0 )) for different
values of velocity

(22)

(25)

IV. N UMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulation and analytical results are presented in order to validate the analysis carried out in this
work. For modelling SU velocity, random way-point mobility
model is used with square area of 5000 × 5000m2 , with PU
being fixed at center. Approximately 106 random way-points
are generated. These random way-points are treated as mobile
SUs and for each way-point its distance from PU is calculated
and consequently we calculate Pr(I). In Fig. 3 the impact of
SU mobility on P(I) is illustrated. Results shown in Fig. 3
are calculated analytically using (5) as well as by means of
simulation. We can observe that as sensingirange increases the
probability of PU being inside SU’s sensing range increases.
Fig. 4 shows the mean of the estimated idle period compared
to original mean of idle period. Mean of estimated idle period
is calculated using (22). For the simulation similar approach
given in [8] is used, except that here probability of miss
detection (Pm,v ) and Probability of false alarm (Pf,v ) are
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calculated using (7) and (8) by using the appropriate value
of velocity, sensing range, protection range and the initial
distance between PU and SU. As expected, for low SU
mobility we are more accurately able to estimate idle period
compared to high SU mobility. Moreover as sensing period
increases, the accuracy in the estimated idle mean period
increases. This is because a longer sensing period reduces the
number of sensing events per time unit and therefore how often
sensing errors occur. In Table I, mean of estimated idle period
and estimated DC (Ψ = 0.5 and Ts = 5 t.u.), for different SU
velocity is shown.
TABLE I: Comparison of mean of estimated idle period and
estimated DC for different velocity
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Fig. 5: Relative error in the estimated DC for different SU
velocity (Ts = 5 t.u.)

Velocity(km/h)
E(Tˆ0 )
DC

0

90
30.23
0.66

100
28.31
0.67

110
27.03
0.69

Fig. 5 the plot for relative error in estimated DC under SU
mobility for whole range of possible DC is illustrated. The
relative error in the estimated DC under mobile SU can be
calculated with respect to its original value as |Ψ̂ − Ψ|/Ψ.
We can observe that for low values of SU velocity, error in
estimated DC is low, and after a certain point the relative
error in estimated duty cycle gets constant. Fig. 6 shows the
estimated data rate for mobile SU for W = 25 MHz and η = 3
bits/Hz as a function of DC. As observed, higher velocity leads
to an overestimation of the available opportunistic data rate,
which needs to be taken into account in system designs.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
Performance of DSA/CR can be improved using PAS which
can be estimated using spectrum sensing. However when SU
is mobile, these estimated PAS can be inaccurate. In this
regards, this paper provides thorough analysis of impact of SU
mobility on estimation of PAS. In particular, we first estimate
the false alarm and miss detection probability for mobile SU
and compute the number of false alarm and miss detection
errors occurring due to SU mobility are calculated. With the
aid of the calculated number of false alarm and miss detection
errors, the performance analysis of the estimation of PAS
like mean of idle/busy periods, duty cycle and opportunistic

Fig. 6: Estimated Opportunistic data rate
data rate under SU mobility is carried out. Furthermore, the
derived analysis are verified by the Monte-Carlo simulations.
Numerical results suggest that as the velocity of SU increases,
the error in estimated statistics increases. This work provides
a realistic framework, offers a concrete study, and can be used
while designing the vehicular CR systems.
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